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Poetry needs patience: Advice from a Storymoja
masterclass
By Stephen Derwent Partington Updated Saturday, November 8th 2014 at 12:07 GMT +3
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I come from Machakos County, where we have a ‘People’s Park’
complete with an amphitheatre, so I felt at home settling into the
amphitheatre at the Nairobi Museum to listen to a Storymoja ‘Poetry
Masterclass’ on ‘Grounding Your Work in Reality’, led by Sitawa
Namwalie (Kenya), Liyou Libsekal (Ethiopia) and Duduzile Mabaso (South
Africa).
I arrived slightly late for this session, wearing an excellent new hat, but
this is not relevant to this article.
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I arrived to hear the brilliant Sitawa, one of our more exciting performance
poets and author of the successful shows Cut Off my Tongue and Silence
is a Woman, informing us that ‘Ideas come to her while driving’ and that
she ‘Jots down ideas as they come to her’.
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This struck me as dangerous, and I considered reporting her to the traffic
police. Later in the week, perhaps as a form of Karma, I was pulled over
by a traffic cop while chauffeuring one of our best 20something poets,
Clifton Gachagua, to a meeting; I had apparently missed a red light.
We tend to blame matatus for most of our road accidents, but clearly it’s
poets who need to be kept off the road. A poetic licence should not be
mistaken for a driving licence.
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Sitawa was right: Ideas, even whole lines of poetry, can come to a writer
at any time, and there is a desperate need to write these down as they
come; this is because, like dreams, snippets of poetry can flash in the
dizzy poet’s mind momentarily and then disappear, forgotten.
There’s nothing more infuriating to the poet than having an apparently
‘great idea’ (it might not be) just as your head hits the pillow, thinking ‘Oh,
I’ll remember it in the morning’, only to wake up and everything’s gone.
I keep a pen by my bed, and write my ideas down either in a notepad or
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the margins of a book I’m reading.
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All the three poets equally stressed the need to write ideas down as they
come, either on paper (Sitawa), a laptop (Liyou) or ‘any digital space’
(Duduzile, who says that she’s written the first drafts of some poems on
her mobile phone).
Sitawa gave an additional piece of useful advice: If you write on a laptop,
as she sometimes does, still print the draft poem out on paper, also,
because, as Duduzile added, ‘paper and screen activate different parts of
your brain’.
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Certainly, when I write on my laptop and think a poem done, I often find
that on printing it out, I want to do more to redraft it, as if the screen alone
creates a sort of purblindness.
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The play, Consequences is back due to public
demand
While the National Museum will stage the hilarious comedy,
Consequences, in Kisumu there will be the annual Lake Victoria
Film and Theatre Awards
Read More »

The second edition of Sanaa Theatre Awards is here
The second edition of the Sanaa Theatre Awards is set for next month but was preceded by a
nomination process yesterday that, as our STANDARD REPORTER writes, will now allow the public to
participate
Read More »

Two more Kenyan ‘tribes’ that are
Arsenal FC, Manchester United

Michelle slapped by ‘madman’ as I was learning
Arabic at chang’aa den
Michelle, is hiring a maid from Uganda since her chama
activities do not allow her ample time to house keep
Read More »

Seven years on, ‘Literary Gangster’ shoots down
critics
Under fire: Some critics described the work as ‘rebellious
scribblings and musings’ and ‘not the conventional neatly
trimmed lines rich in meaning and social concern
Read More »

Cash price award for authors launched
Authors can now submit their published works of fiction, poetry, memoirs and graphic novels for the
MabatiCornell Kiswahili Prize.
Read More »

Promote mother tongue, but respect other
writers choices
Each to his own: My personal view is that writers should pen
literature in the language of their choosing
Read More »

Why the poor cultural heritage? It all began in
State House
Bad precedence: Kenyan presidents are the biggest culprits in
our history of book failure
Read More »

Artists should mind language in presentation of work
In my recent article, I presented a history of book banning and burning, and argued against it under any
circumstances. But the censorship of literature is not always so total.
Read More »

Mimicking some Kenyan artists do won't make
them better musicians
I do not pretend to have interacted with all young but fairly
serious Kenyan singers. Yet the more I meet them, the more
solidly I become convinced that lack of common sense at the
theoretical level subjects Kenya to a terrifying cultural
hemorrhage.
Read More »

Time to save African languages from extinction
I was working against the grain of my mother tongue; the Gikuyu
language does not have the ‘L’ and ‘S’ consonants. By running
interference in my English pronunciation, it had become a
problem language.
Read More »
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